
 

    

VILLA NIOVI

ORNOS

  From :     1.300,00 EUR1.460,67 USD   Per

Day  

 

    Bathrooms:     4       Bedrooms:     4       House size:     250       Guests:     8  

  

  Description:  

  

VILLA NIOVI ORNOS. Newly built 250m2 stylish property, located on the

south-west part of the island, in the Ornos area of Mykonos.

Built on a wind-sheltered hillside, full of prickly pears, reed, vines and

old olive trees, offers to their privileged guests a stunning panoramic view

of the Ornos and Korfos bay. The exterior ground has been carefully designed

so that the guest will enjoy private moments sheltered from the north wind

and from indiscrete eyes. The pool of Villa NIOVI which is the center of all

summer life, counterbalances the wild beauty of the area landscape and

connects the villa spiritually with the Aegean Sea. It is placed so that

combined with the outdoor benches offers an oasis of peace and relaxation

throughout the day, while giving a peaceful atmosphere to the villa. VILLA

NIOVI is a 3 level property. On the lower level there are 2 comfortable

bedrooms with their own bathroom,  Every bedroom has heat and air

conditioning units. The upper level TWO master bedroomS with en-suite

bathroom, having  private balcony with a stone-built bench, in which guests
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can enjoy private moments of relaxation with unlimited view to Ornos beach

and Korfos bay.  and includes in total four bedrooms and an equal amount of

bathrooms, capable of hosting up to eight people. The extra commodities

include A/C, CD, DVD, TV and a fully equipped kitchen. The interior is

characterized by a modern Cycladic style, featuring white color and

minimalistic lines. The exterior, rock-built space, is beautifully

configured as is features a wooden construction that provides shade, a

wooden dining table and a private pool, where you can enjoy moments of

freedom and relaxation while being treated to the panoramic view of the

Aegean sea and the Ornos bay. With instant access to the Ornos market, where

you can easily shop, as well as the Ornos and St. John beaches, the house is

a perfect choose for your summer vacation on the cosmopolitan island

Characteristics

Distance from the nearest beach:
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